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SUMMARY
The Pajingo and Twin Hills operations are held under a Joint Venture of NQM Gold 2 Pty Limited (a
subsidiary of North Queensland Metals) and HSK Gold Australia Pty Limited (a subsidiary of Heemskirk
Consolidated Limited). The Joint Venture is comprised of NQM Gold 2 Pty Limited (60%) and HSK Gold
Australia Pty Limited (40%). NQM Gold Pty Limited (NQM) are the operators and managers of Pajingo.
The Twin Hills mine will be operated via a mining camp, reliant on diesel fired power and road transport
supply routes. Risk will be minimised by leasing the majority of heavy equipment, generators and
accommodation buildings. A number of equipment suppliers are able to supply equipment and
negotiations remain open, although CAT fleet is preferred to introduce operational efficiencies on
maintenance.
Snowden provided an optimisation inventory of 1.1Mt @3.9g/t Au for 127Koz Au. Revised engineering has
reconfigured the decline (shown below), level accesses and vent raises to lower development metreages
from 5008m to 4930m. Optimised ore blocks falling below a 2.5g/t Au cut off have been removed in the
engineering design phase and as a result it is estimated that initial mine designs will deliver a probable mine
reserves as follows:
Ore Tonnes

Au g/t

Ag g/t

810,832

4.33

4.84

Au oz

Ag oz

112,790

126,263

Figure 1. Revised Snowden mine design with lower decline to Area 2 shown in brown.
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The distribution of gold ores in the deposit facilitates a bulk stoping approach to extract ores, which delivers
low mining unit rates costs for the project
Figure 2 demonstrates the effect of Au price on cash flow for the project. At base case maximum cash
outlay is $6.9M, with positive cash flow at month 10 from commencement of works and breakeven point at
month 17. Mining recoveries and conservative processing recoveries of 92% have been utilised in the
estimates. The project as a whole is negative at $900/oz (total cost), but opportunity exists to high grade
further thus minimizing risk of over-committing.

Millions

TWIN HILLS PROJECT CASHFLOW AT $1100/oz
$25.00
$20.00
Recoup investment

$15.00
$10.00

Positive cashflow

$5.00
$0.00
1

3

5

7

9

11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39

-$5.00
Months

-$10.00

Figure 2. Projected cash flow on the basis of increased gold price.
The proposed “base case” for mine development estimates total project costs at $95.2M returning an EBT
$ 2,802,788

Redevelopment Capital
Capital Contingency

$280,279

Commissioning overheads

$547,399

LOM Capital

$ 1,570,000

Pajingo Mill Capex

$1,700,000

Pajingo Processing
Mine Total
Total Est. Project
$115,156,233

Revenues
Table 1. Summary of base case mine development project costs.

Royalties are a major cost. The Queensland government royalty increases in January 2011 from 2.7% to 5%.
The Traditional Owner group has royalty linked to the state royalty which raises their compensation.
Barrick also have a royalty attached to early sales transactions of 2.5%. Total royalties paid over the project
life (at the $1100/oz base case) amount to $10.6M.
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The operational configuration proposed at Twin Hills requires an owner managed team to re-establish the
mine infrastructure and accesses. This team will then continue into commissioning and mine operations.
The initial mining team will comprise some experienced personnel from Pajingo in combination with new
employees on a rostered attendance.
Mining equipment utilisation is not excessive and there is scope to increase production. All ore will be
trucked to the Pajingo processing plant, located 200km to the north. Costing estimates for the haulage are
not the lowest tender price and hence further cost savings may be introduced when final contracts are
negotiated.
Mining fleet at Twin Hills may be utilised at end of mine life on additional ore discovered during the 3 year
project life or to exploit the Lone Sister deposit. Previous studies have indicated a 67koz mining inventory is
within the stated resource at Lone Sister (2.5g/t cut off).

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the approval be provided by the joint venture to:


Develop the Twin Hills mine as a satellite mine to Pajingo at an initial 300Ktpa production rate to
achieve 100Kozpa via treatment of ores through the Pajingo processing plant;



Implement owner mining approaches at the Twin Hills mine site;



Lease all required mining and project equipment as required for the project development and
consistent with proposed budget limitations;



Transfer equipment listed from Pajingo for utilisation at the Twin Hills Mine site.
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1.
Introduction
Mine redevelopment studies at Twin Hills have evolved from initial revised ore resource studies. At the
commencement of this study the decision on an open pit or underground mining solution had not been
determined. Initial studies were focussed on the upper zones of ore contained within the Area 1 and Area 3
ore bodies. Further studies required the incorporation of all resources (Area1, 2 and 3).
The purpose of the study undertaken was to:




Determine mine feasibility and compare open cut/underground options;
Confirm project capital and operating costs;
Deliver preliminary mine designs.

The work summarised in this report is based on information in appendices and includes:






Mineral resource estimates by Snowden (includes resource modelling by NQM);
Stopesizor optimisation and evaluator assessment for optimal mine configuration;
Metallurgical review and assessments of Twin Hills metallurgical data by Glenn Harrison;
Ventilation and ground support assessment by independent consultants;
Environmental management assessments compiled by NQM personnel and external consultants.

2.
Project History
Exploration work at Twin Hills in 1987 by Metana discovered both the 309 and Lone Sister deposits. After
various changes of ownership the 309 deposit was developed by BMAG in 2005. The history of the project
over this period is summarised below:













1984: Scott Lode at Pajingo discovered by Duval (later Battle Mountain Australia)
1987: Metana’s rock sample #309 reports 0.25 g/t Au; Lone Sister also discovered the same year
1991: JV formed between Metana and Pioneer Minerals (later Plutonic then Homestake then
Barrick); Barrick earn 66.7% interest in the project
Metana acquired by Gold Mines of Australia (GMA), later called Mt Lyell Mining Co Ltd
1999: BMA acquired of Twin Hills Project from MLMC administrators
2002: Barrick withdrew from JV; tenements totalling 120 sub-blocks owned 100% by BMA
2004: Mining Lease 70316 granted
March 2005: Development of the underground mine commenced with the commencement of the
309 Boxcut.
March 2006: First production from Area 1
June 2006: First gold poured at Rishton mill
February 2007: Mine closed;
In mid December 2009, the NQM/HSK joint venture announced a resource estimate for the 309
deposit. A follow-up drilling campaign comprising eight holes was subsequently commenced for a
total of 1,440 m to aid in establishing an Ore Reserve estimate in early 2010.
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Figure 3. Location and regional geological setting Twin Hills Mine - North Queensland.
3.
Project Development Plan
The Twin Hills mine site will be re-established as a rostered mining camp, hosting approximately 37 people
(24-26 on site at any one time). The following infrastructure works are required:








Refurbish camp/office sites and commission leased ATCO accommodation facility;
Refurbish fuel and power generation sites. Commission bunded fuel facility and Aggreko leased
generator facility;
Establish Ore transfer stockpile and realign access to Gregory Development road;
Install and commission Wide Area Network (WAN) communications link;
Refurbish/recommission surface electrical infrastructure such as ventilation fans, site lighting and
general power connections;
Install potable water and sewerage treatment facilities;
Minor works on evaporation pondage.

The mining operation will utilise low cost sub level open stoping. Ore will be drilled and blasted as larger
stopes and extracted from retreating draw points beneath the stopes, minimising the requirement for
remote mucking.
Mining at Twin Hills will re-enter the existing decline with minimal refurbishment, re-establishing the ore
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stockpile and transfer facility and ongoing use of the current temporary waste storage facility. The projected
run of mine (ROM) tonnage expected to be produced is 250-300Kt per annum. Ramp up to full production
will allow batches of ore to be trialled in the Pajingo mill to evaluate optimal process plant configuration.
Scope exists to increase production in year 3 of operations to reduce mine life and introduce further cost
savings.
Additional mine development is expected to yield approximately 368Kt of waste over the 3 year mine life,
which is returned to mining voids. The Area 2 ore body will require further development of the existing
spiral decline to access lower parts of the ore body. Waste from Area 2 will be transferred into voids at Area
3. Mine waste temporarily stored at surface will be returned to stopes as backfill. Mine permitting allows
for up to 200Kt tonnes of waste to be temporarily stored on surface.
Some mining voids will be left open due to insufficient waste. Geotechnical studies indicate that ground
stability will not be adversely affected by this approach.
The existing waste stockpile area has been designed in close proximity to the decline portal and has capacity
for the proposed mining activities.
The mine has been costed on the basis of a continuous shift basis 24 hrs a day, 7 days a week on a 10days on
5days off roster. Ore will be delivered by minimum 40 tonne capacity mine haul trucks to the transfer
stockpile. Selective stockpiling may be introduced to accommodate metallurgical variations in ores.
Stockpiled ore suitable for CIP processing will be reclaimed by a front-end loader and loaded onto road
trains for transport to the Pajingo treatment facilities. Low grade ore material will be stockpiled.
Approximately 10 Type 2 (AB Double) road trains will transport ROM ore to Pajingo mine site each day.
Access to the Twin Hills mine will be via to the Gregory Development Road. Haulage trucks will enter the
Pajingo mine site via existing accesses which will require additional maintenance to minimise deterioration
of the running surface. Each road train will be required to measure load weights via a load rite system.
The following table summarises the basis of operation for key elements of the Twin hills-mine and further
detail is provided in the following reporting:
Area
Operation

Site office
Engineering

Mining
Ore control

Community
Traditional Owners

Basis of Operation
The project will be managed by a Project Manger/SSE with oversight from the
General Manager Pajingo. Environmental and safety oversight will be provided by
Pajingo staff.
A centralised mining office exists and will be reutilised.
Detailed mine engineering design and mine schedules will be provided by
Snowden. Electrical and ventilation designs are also toe be supplied by external
consultants prior to commencement of operations.
Mining fleet will be purchased/leased and select equipment obtained from Pajingo.
Larger electrical components will also be sourced from Pajingo spares.
NQM staff delivering ore control consistent with Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
and requirements to minimise ore dilution. Bulk stoping will require minimal input
and backup senior mine personnel are available from Pajingo.
Engagement of the local community and government in the project development
coupled to maximising flow-on benefits to the local economy.
Reactivation of the Indigenous Land Use Agreement and Cultural Heritage
Management Plan with the Janggan people will be required.
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Environment

Personnel

Site Infrastructure
Camp
Construction
and
Commissioning
Health and Safety

Maintenance
Equipment
Processing
Financial

Secure an Environmental Authority (EA) and utilise approved conditions to ensure
the project meets and exceeds statutory compliances. The mine is not in a sensitive
area proximal to established community centres.
Maximise local employment with Charters Towers remaining as the base point to
transport in and out of the mine site. Offer Pajingo personnel the opportunity of
rostered work to facilitate experienced staff interacting with new employees.
Utilise local suppliers and contractors to maintain site infrastructure.
Operated and serviced by NQM personnel on rostered basis.
NQM supervisory staff will oversee recommissioning works by contractors and
suppliers.
NQM SSE and Project Manger responsible for instigating Risk Management and
Safety Management Systems at the project. Oversight is provided form Pajingo
safety personnel. Mines rescue and safety training required for all staff at the site.
Secondary mines rescue form Pajingo.
Re-establish previous workshop to facilitate general repairs. Major rebuild of
heavy equipment fleet to be completed off site.
Where possible heavy equipment is leased to minimise capital acquisitions.
NQM Pajingo has sole responsibility for ore processing and interacts with the Twin
Hills mine staff to ensure ore control is maintained to a high standard.
Link to the NQM WAN system and implement same accounting and cost control
practices required at the Pajingo Gold Mine.

Table 2. Basis of Project Operation

The Pajingo processing plant requires the following works to accommodate the Twin Hills ores:


Recommissioning of secondary ball mill;



Repairs to steel and infrastructure;



Modification of electrical, piping and PLC;



Installation of an additional leaching tank;



Installation of piping to return carbon to leach tank 1;



Resurfacing of access roads;



Development of additional ROM areas to accommodate Pajingo and Twin Hills ore
stockpiles.

Further detail on specific areas of the mine is provided in following information.
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Figure 4. Existing mine access and decline
3.1
Mining Fleet
Run of Mine ore will be extracted at a rate of up to 300,000t/year from underground and placed on a preexisting specially constructed transfer stockpile located to the south of the existing mine perimeter fence.
The underground mining fleet utilises conventional ADT40 trucks and a loader to extract ore from load out
bays. Where required a R1700 loader will be utilised to extract stope ore and also waste form decline
development.
Equipment
1 Tamrock Axera DO7 Twin Boom Split Feed
1 CAT R1700G - Teleremote/conventional LHD
1 CAT 980 H Underground Stockpile Loader
1 CAT 930 G IT Underground Utility Vehicle / charge up
2 CAT 740 Articulated Truck

1 CAT 12H Grader
Toyota Landcruiser Ute - UG Shiftboss
Toyota Landcruiser Ute - UG Fitter
Toyota Landcruiser Ute - UG Geologist
Toyota Landcruiser Ute - UG Electrican
Toyota Landcruiser Trooper for UG : SSE / Emergency
Vehicle
Ford Ranger SSE's surface vehicle
Ford Ranger or similar Maintenance Manager's vehicle

Approach
Lease new
Ex Pajingo for Teleremote final stope
cleanout
Leased for general loading of ore
trucks
Leased
Unit 1 new Leased (unit 2 second hand
leased)
Leased from Local land owner as
required for decline and other site
road maintenance.
Second hand
Second hand
Second hand
Second hand
Second hand
New
New

Table 3. Proposed Mine Equipment
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The ore transfer stockpile will exist within the catchment of the evaporation dam. Segregated low grade ore
will stored separately in a facility constructed to the same standard as the current ore pad, compacted clay
base and contained runoff collection.

Figure 5. Previous Ore Transfer Stockpile, to be re-utilised.
A temporary waste rock storage comprising some 80-100,000Kt of mined material is located near the
entrance to the main decline. The material is producing small amounts of heavy metal leachates following
rainfall events as evidenced by lower pH and elevated levels of arsenic and fluoride in surface water quality
monitoring results. All waters are contained in a drain and report to the evaporation dam.

Figure 6. Temporary Waste Rock Stockpile in background.
3.1.1 Haulage
Access to the Twin Hills mine will be via intersections running off the Gregory Developmental Highway. It is
proposed that up to 10 trips per day of ore will be hauled to Pajingo for treatment. This may increase prior
to wet season to develop stockpiles at Pajingo and cease during the wet season. Haulage contractors have
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been made aware of this requirement.
Discussions with Department of main Roads (DMR) will be initiated when required. NQM is proposing to
utilise class 2 road trains (BA) and production will not exceed >50Ktpa in 2010. Should the company
increase the capacity of road trains to class 1 and require mass management then further discussions with
DMR will be required.
The site access road will be widened and a dust seal cover utilised near the intersection to the Gregory
Development road to improve the existing condition and also accommodate haulage traffic.
3.2

Power, Electrical, Air and Fuel Services

3.2.1 Power
A power station consisting 500Kva Generators installed in the current compound. The system will produce
both Low Voltage (415V) and High Voltage (11000V) which will be transmitted over the site using existing
installed armoured cable.
The current compound requires clearing with the installation of a 1 ohm earth grid, concrete base slabs and
the main electrical distribution equipment. The fuel supply will be provided via a 50,000L self contained tank
installed at the main distribution bay adjacent to the power station compound.

Figure 7. Typical silenced generator set
Due to all armoured cables installed in the ground being cut off at ground level the first stage of
recommissioning will require all the cables being extended 3 meters before the reinstallation of the
distribution boards.
There are 5 main LV distribution boards required to be procured and installed at the main generator
compound, water treatment plant, main workshop and the camp compound. These 5 boards will supply
power to all surface site services. Each site will require the reinstallation of cable protection and mounting
concrete slabs.
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There are two forms of communication’s required on site, one is a radio system and the other is a fixed local
area network system. The radio system will comprise a fixed base station installed at the portal transmitting
both on the surface and the underground via a leaky feeder network system.
The local area network will comprise both a fixed network and a wireless network. The main hub will be
installed in the communications hut at the camp and distributed from there.
The primary ventilation fan is a 220Kw Howden Axial Flow type mine ventilation fan. The current compound
will require clearing of overgrowth and debris prior to the installation of the Fan and the associated 1Mva
transformer, HV ring main unit and electrical switch room.
The underground installation will require the procurement of an 11Kv to 1000V 1.5Mva underground sub
station and associated electrical starters. There is a possibility of using currently installed cables that were
left behind by BMA though the cabling that have been submerged under water will possibly need to be
replaced.
3.2.2 Fuel
Diesel fuel will be delivered by road tanker to the site and transferred to a single 55,000L fuel facility reestablished, within its formally bunded area adjacent to the power station.

Figure 8. Previous fuel facility to be re-established
3.3
General Infrastructure
The site services requited are a Reverse osmosis water treatment plant, bio cycle waste water treatment
plant, 32 man camp, main workshop and a fuel bay/wash down bay.
Prior to the installation of the new camp the current camp compound will require clearing of overgrowth
and debris. A waste water transfer pit was damaged in the decommissioning of the BMA camp and will
require replacing and all plumbing recommissioned.
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Both the water treatment plant and the bio cycle system are containerised units and will be installed back
on the existing concrete slab. There will be some repairs required to the existing pipe work.
3.3.1 Site office
The existing office is leased and costed into the Twin Hills estimates. This includes and open plan section for
mine planning and development. The building was recently utilised and all electrical and water systems
checked. The building will contain offices for senior staff, administration personnel and geology and mine
supervision staff.

Figure 9. Existing Office Building
3.3.2 Core Shed Sample Preparation Facility
A core shed and a basic sample preparation facility is located on site to support both exploration and
production geological work.

Figure 10. Core Shed and Workshops
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3.3.3 Warehouse and Workshop
A combined warehouse and workshop building will be rebuilt as previous adjacent to the mine access. The
building will be clad with zincalume sheeting and partitioned to provide offices, shelved storage, lockable
compounds and an open workshop area. Fenced open storage areas will provide security for items too large
or unable to be placed under cover in the building. Previous workshop arrangement is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 11. Previous Workshop to be re-established on concrete pad which remains in place.
3.3.4 Air Systems
High pressure air will be reticulated around the site from a packaged air compressor. Main consumers of HP
air will be the workshop, service points to underground, instrumentation and the sample prep area. Air for
instrument supply and underground will be filtered and dried in a refrigerant air dryer. This air will be
supplied to all cylinders, actuators, valves and other equipment required by the mining operation.
3.3.5 First Aid
A first aid room will be established and equipped with oxy-viva and breathing apparatus, and rescue and
basket stretchers. Medical services are available from Clermont Hospital on a 24 hour basis. Emergency air
evacuation of patients to regional centres is available if required.
3.3.6 Fire Protection
The reticulated piping system installed by the previous operators will be refurbished and cover the
workshops/stores, core shed and camp areas, fed from the mine raw water/header tank. Hoses and reels
will be located in accordance with the Australian Standards for area coverage and operational accessibility.
Hand held extinguishers, in accordance with Australian Standards, will also be provided for all site buildings.
Electrical switch rooms, office buildings and camp rooms will be equipped with thermal alarms and smoke
detectors.
3.3.7 Security
The mining lease surface rights area is enclosed by a fence. All personnel and vehicles entering the site will
pass through a gate.
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3.4

Water Supply

3.4.1 Underground Supply
Aquifer testing undertaken at the site discussed in Appendix 8 indicates that the volume of ground water
produced from mining operations is expected to be approximately 1-2 litres/second ingress into the decline.
Similar 1-2 litres/second rates are delivered from the production bore, WB090. The volume of water
produced from underground operations will be dependent on the area of operations, and whether waterbearing fractures are intersected.
Groundwater inflow to the mine will be controlled via gravity drainage to sumps and surface impoundments
or pumped generally within the mine workings to allow mining to occur within specific areas. Water for use
underground sourced from a 50,000L header tank at surface. Mine waters may be settled in existing ponds
and water reused.
3.4.2 Process Water Distribution
Groundwater will be pumped from the production bore and delivered to a 50,000L raw water tank in which
the fire system will be linked.
3.4.3 Potable Water Supply
Water quality entering the underground mine exceeds acceptable fluorine levels for discharge or general
use. A reverse osmosis unit will be re-established and fed with production bore water, to produce suitable
potable water of drinking water standards, which will be reticulated to safety showers and eyewashes
distributed around the site, to crib and lunch rooms, to the core shed and to the camp area. Regular
potability testing of treated water will be undertaken to ensure compliance with the Australian Drinking
Water Guidelines (1996).
3.5
Project Schedule
The following compressed schedule highlights mining requirements to achieve production by end of
Q4 2010. Detailed schedules are included in Appendix 2.
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Figure 12. Proposed Project Schedule
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3.6 Resources, Reserves and Mining
3.6.1 Resources
NQM engaged Snowden to estimate a Mineral Resource estimate for the Twin Hills deposit. The drill hole
database and geological interpretation for the resource model were provided by NQM. Snowden
reporting is attached in Appendix 3.
Snowden was not provided with QAQC data to verify the database and as such Snowden have
responsibility for the geostatistical grade estimation, while NQM assumes responsibility for the quality of
the underlying drill hole data and geological interpretation. Geological reporting is compiled in Appendix
3.
Snowden has estimated the Mineral Resource at the Twin Hills gold deposit to be 3.6 Mt at 2.4 g/t Au,
which equates to 277 Koz of contained gold (silver is not credited). This resource estimate is an update to
the previous work carried out by Lutherburrow and incorporates improved estimation control of high
grade samples through the use of multiple indicator kriging (MIK) and an increase in mining selectivity to
5m by 5m by 5m blocks.
JORC 2004
resource category

Tonnes

Au

Ag

kt

g/t

g/t

Within $1500 pit shell (cut-off = 0.5 g/t Au)
Indicated

2,420

2.18

3.4

Inferred

640

1.69

2.1

3,060

2.07

3.1

Sub-Total

Outside $1500 pit shell (cut-off = 2.0 g/t Au)
Indicated

40

3.91

4.1

Inferred

500

4.32

2.2

Sub-Total

540

4.30

2.3

Indicated

2,450

2.20

3.4

Inferred

1,150

2.84

2.1

Total

3,600

2.40

3.0

Total Mineral Resource

Table 4. Twin Hills Mineral resources as at March 2010
3.6.2 Mining Feasibility
Snowden optimised mineral resources and designed an open pit prior to NQM reporting a mine reserve.
NQM also recognised ongoing studies into underground mining were required. The following summarises
reporting in Appendix 3.
Open pit options were compared to the underground optimisations in terms of discounted cash flow.
Results showed that open pit options did not provide additional value. Additional factors such as
environmental approvals, rehabilitation costs, payback period, presented the open pit options as less
favourable compared to the underground method without an open pit component.
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Figure 13. Discounted cumulative cash flows for the open scenarios
A Stopesizor analysis was completed by Snowden to determine potential stope outlines for the Twin Hills
underground (UG). Stopesizor is a strategic UG design tool that generates a series of mining outlines (or
envelopes) for a range of cut-off grades. Stopesizor modifies a geological block model to identify the
optimal mining outline for a range of cut-off values (usually grade). This is done by constructing selective
mining blocks (SMBs) where the SMB represents a minimum practical mining geometry. Each SMB
comprises a unique, contiguous group of resource blocks that honour minimum dimension constraints and
user-defined bearing and dip constraints for each axis.

Figure 14. Grade-tonnage comparison for the resource model and the 2.5 m by 2.5 m by 2.5 m reblocked
model
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Au grade >= 1.5 g/t

Au grade >= 2.0 g/t

Au grade >= 2.5 g/t

Au grade >= 3.0 g/t

Au grade >= 3.5 g/t

Au grade >= 4.0 g/t
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Au grade >= 5.0 g/t

Au grade >= 6.0 g/t

Figure 15. Re-blocked resource model grade distributions at varying cut offs.
At grades equal to and above 2.5 g/t Au the grade distribution transfers from general continuity to more
discrete zones. When using grades equal to or above 5.0 g/t the individual discrete zones become less
continuous.

Figure 16. Grade tonnage comparison of the Stopesizor results

As the primary scope of the study was to assess a bulk stoping method, a 20 mE by 20 mN by 20 mRL SMB
size was selected. Smaller SMB sizes appear to break up the resource, making it discontinuous. The risk
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associated with selecting smaller SMB sizes is the amount of development required to access each stoping
block.

Au Cut-Off

Reblocked model

20m by 20m by 20m SMB

Ore Tonnage

Au Grade

Au Ounces

Ore Tonnage

Au Grade

Au Ounces

kt

g/t

koz

kt

g/t

koz

1.0

4,745

2.3

358

5,477

1.9

334

1.5

2,664

3.3

279

3,097

2.5

248

2.0

1,741

4.1

229

1,826

3.1

183

2.5

1,248

4.8

193

1,110

3.7

134

3.0

880

5.7

161

801

4.2

108

3.5

682

6.4

140

480

4.9

76

4.0

541

7.1

123

334

5.5

59

4.5

441

7.7

109

246

6.0

47

5.0

352

8.5

96

189

6.3

39

5.5

277

9.4

83

186

6.4

38

6.0

230

10.1

75

117

6.8

26

6.5

191

10.9

67

73

7.2

17

7.0

156

11.8

59

73

7.2

17

g/t

Table 5. Summary of 20m by 20m by 20m SMB Stopesizor results
Evaluator software was utilised to provide the spatial and grade parameters for a mine design study. The
information from the work included:
 Confirmation of a global cut-off grade at 2.46 g/t Au;
 General stope shells to use as a template for a detailed engineering designs;
 Optimal location for development accesses.
Evaluator results indicated that 1.08 Mt at a grade of 3.9 g/t Au for 127 Koz Au within the Twin Hills
deposit. The base case scenario used a 1100 A$/oz Au price and a bulk underground method using a
minimum stope size of 20 m by 20 m by 20 m. Au price scenarios provided the following results:
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Au
Price

Mining inventory

NPV

Scenario

$/oz

Ore
kt

Au
g/t

Au
oz

$M

Base + $300/oz

1,400

1,470

3.38

160

45.4

Base + $200/oz

1,300

1,264

3.56

145

34.3

Base + $100/oz

1,200

1,041

3.86

129

24.6

Base

1,100

1,014

3.90

127

14.2

Base - $100/oz

1,000

615

4.50

89

7.1

Base - $200/oz

900

502

4.73

76

1.0

Base - $300/oz

800

185

5.03

30

-2.7

Table 6. Optimised base case and Au price scenarios
Engineering design however determined the evaluator results were deficient and design improvements
were introduced. Resultant stope shells contain a total resource which is suited to a bulk open stopeing
Further ore potential will exist outside these shells as small higher grade ore zones. It is envisaged that
during the mine design phase, that these zones can be included in the mining inventory with appropriate
cost and revenue checks.
3.6.3 Conceptual Mine design
The conceptual design utilised the existing mine accesses. These workings comprise a decline from a small
box cut on the surface to a depth of 200m (1,250 mRL to 1,050 mRL). A decline with a gradient of 1 in 7 is
planned to extend the existing decline from 1,050 mRL to 900 mRL.
Upper levels utilise the existing levels, where efficient and practical, to minimise required development.
Lower levels below 1050 mRL are accessed via an access drive from the decline, which intersects the
stoping blocks at suitable elevations. Level elevations are derived from the stoping blocks generated for
the 20 m by 20 m by 20 m Stopesizor results.
Table 7 shows the criteria for defining individual stope access level spacing. Overall level placement is
designed to accommodate the practical union of each stope access and minimise total development.
Stope height

Level spacing

> 30 m

30 m

20 m to 30 m

Equals stope height

< 20 m

Single drawpoint level

Table 7. Stoping access level spacing criteria
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Figure 17. Existing decline (yellow/green) with grey proposed development. Evaluator stope blocks are
also shown.
3.6.4 Mining Schedule
Mine schedules completed on the basis of revised engineering are summarised in Table 8 and detailed in
Appendix 4. Initial mine life for results produced by the evaluator software indicated a 49 month LOM
which has been reduced to 36 months.

Mine Statistics
Development Horizontal
Development Tonnes Horizontal and
Decline
Development Tonnes Vertical
Total Development Tonnes
Ore Tonnes
Total Tonnes

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total (m)

1,280

1,920

1,656

4,856

97,011

145,517

125,508

368,036

-

1,924

1,466

3,389

97,011
98,869

147,440
324,694

126,974
283,495

195,880

472,134

378,728

103,776

371,425
810,834
1,046,742

Table 8. Snowden evaluator mine schedules (financial year statistics).
3.6.5 Underground Mine Reserves
All planned ore extraction is within optimiser stope designs and should qualify as probable reserves under
the JORC code.
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Ore Tonnes

Au g/t

Ag g/t

810,832

4.33

4.84

Au oz

Ag oz

112,790

126,263

Table 9. Probable mine reserve data (subject to final reporting by Snowden).
3.6.6 Mine Ventilation
The concept for ventilation incorporates the existing primary ventilation circuit which extends to the
1,105 mRL (145 m depth). It is envisaged that this circuit will be extended to the 940 mRL. Utilising the
current circuit, approximately 85 m of vertical raise needs to be installed.
Ventilation would consist of the single primary circuit, with downcast air drawn from the decline and
existing intake shaft, and exhausted via a vertical raise network. Secondary ventilation will be required to
transfer air volume by fans and ducted bag to each development and stoping heading.
External consultants have provided preliminary ventilation design which is under further review.
Allowances have been made in project costings.
The proposed ventilation and from Pajingo will be sufficient even for airflows in the deeper Area 2 access
of the mine once developed.
3.6.7 Ground support
Findings of independent studies (Appendix 6) were as follows:



No particular problems are anticipated with future development, in view of the generally good
rock
mass quality. It is recommended that all intersections and wide spans be reinforced by cable
bolting.



Considering the generally good ground conditions and the small to moderate size of the proposed
stopes, no particular problems are anticipated in mining the stopes by open stoping methods.



In general filling of stope voids should not be required. However, more detailed studies may
indicate that filling of particular stopes is desirable. In any event, it will be desirable to use one or
more stopes for waste disposal, to avoid hauling development waste to surface.
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4.
Financial evaluation
The Twin Hills mine is a satellite mine to the Pajingo operation and hence the mining feasibility estimate has
formed the core to the financial evaluation. Re-establishment of the mine site requires minimal capital
works mainly on refurbishment and reinstallation of services. NQM has sought estimates for this work from
multiple suppliers, though has not tendered for specific works.
Contract mining costs were utilised along with owner mining estimates and the later delivered the best
outcome. NQM costed the owner mining scenario utilising a combination of equipment sourced from
Pajingo and leased fleet.
Owner mining has also delivered a result which is lower than mining costs utilised by Snowden for their
optimised model. However recent inclusion of all costs for the revised Pajingo mill upgrade ($1.7M) and
recalculation of royalty costs on the basis of increased state royalties (January 2011) to 5% has also been
required to fully cost the mining operation.
Returning to optimiser studies would not provide substantive project benefits for the purpose of this
evaluation and hence the data utilised for initial engineering design is the unchanged evaluator information.
4.1
Snowden Mine Feasibility
For the purpose of mining feasibility estimates, a break-even cut-off grade of 2.46 g/t Au was calculated
using the revenue and cost parameters summarised in Table 10. The Au price sensitivity of this value is
shown in Figure 20. The Stopesizor cut-off grade of 2.5 g/t returned a recoverable Stopesizor inventory of
1.11 Mt at 3.7 g/t Au.
The optimal cut-off grade may differ for each mining area and level. Evaluator derived optimal cut-off
grades for each of these areas that maximise the project’s NPV.
Item

Units

Value

A$/oz

$1,100

Selling price
Au Price
Recovery
Processing
recovery

90%

Ore mine and
†
process costs

Break-even
grade

Processing

$/t

Admin

$/t

Surface haulage

$/t

Mining

$/t

Total ore cost

$/t

Au

g/t

†

Note: Ore costs do not include development costs in the breakeven calculation

Table 10. Calculation of the break-even Au grade for the Snowden base case
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Figure 18. Impact of Au price on the break even cut-off grade

Figure 19. Cash flow from optimiser evaluation in terms of Au price and inventory size
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Figure 20. NPV sensitivity for optimiser evaluation in terms Au price and inventory size.
4.2
Revised Base Case
Snowden have revised evaluator results on the basis of engineering design which effectively delivers the
following:




Reduced mine development metreages;
Excludes <2.5g/t Au blocks form stope designs and;
Increases Stope grades to an average of 4.3g/tAu.

The proposed “base case” for mine development estimates total project costs at $95.2M returning an EBT
of $19.9M at a gold price of $1,100. Maximum negative cash flow is in $6.9M. This outcome provides
NQM with a higher grader mining solution than originally envisaged coupled to a lower 3 year mine
schedule. The principal cost reduction is linked to high monthly fixed costs for the remote site, lower
development metreages and higher grades. An assessment of sensitivities has not been completed on this
data though is not expected to deliver substantially different results to previous which identified key project
risks (Appendix 3).
Capital estimates for project costs prior January 2011 are estimated to be $5.33M (including Pajingo mil
refurbishment). Capitalised overheads (personnel and project costs) included in this cost to December are
$0.68M.
Underground development mining costs have not been split out accurately as capital and are included in
total mining costs. The December-January underground access development is estimated at $1.5M.
NQM Updated Cost
Estimates
Redevelopment Capital
Capital Contingency
Commissioning overheads

$AUD

Notes

$ 2,802,788
$280,279

Estimated at 10%

$547,399

Pre December costs. Pajingo milling in
January.

LOM Capital

$ 1,570,000

Pajingo Mill Refurbishment

$1,700,000
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(mechanical/steel/mill recommissioning and
additional tanks)
Pajingo LOM Processing
Mine Total

All mine costs (includes access development)

Total Estimated Project Costs
Estimated Revenues

$115,156,233

Table 11. Summary of base case mine development project costs.
Au Price
$1,100

Net Cash Flows
$19.9M

$1,200

$30.3M

$1,300

$40.8M

$1,400

$51.3M

Table 12. Summary of Twin hills Project Cost estimates.

Millions

TWIN HILLS PROJECT CASHFLOW AT $1100/oz
$25.00
$20.00
Recoup investment

$15.00
$10.00

Positive cashflow

$5.00
$0.00
1

3

5

7

9

11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39

-$5.00
Months

-$10.00

Figure 21. Base Case detail on positive cash flow and break even points.
4.2.1 Redevelopment Capital Summary
Capital for redevelopment of the mine is summarised in Table 13. This is reliant on contractor quotes for all
major items.

CAMP
ACCESS
ELECTRICAL
STRUCTURAL
MECHANICAL &
PIPING
MINE

Aug-10
-

Sep-10
$ 97,190
$238,326

Oct-10
$326,583
$15,000
$279,080

Nov-10
$146,000
$15,000
$165,390

Dec-10
$15,000
$ 39,450

Total
$584,773
$30,000
$ 722,246

Contingency
$ 58,477
$6,000
$ 72,225

$40,000

$128,376

$169,124

$51,956

$45,000

$434,456

$ 43,446

-

$78,856

$95,000

$267,457

$590,000

$1,031,313

$103,131
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TOTAL

$40,000

$542,748

$884,787

$645,803

689,450

NQM Gold 2 Pty Ltd
$2,802,788
$280,278

Table 13. Capital Summary Twin Hills
Life of Mine (LOM) capital estimates for the duration of production include major equipment rebuilds on
the basis of manufacturer’s data and estimates for other mine equipment.

DESCRIPTIONS
Tamrock Axera DO7 Twin Boom
Split Feed [Lease] - Development
and Bolting Jumbo
CAT R1700G Teleremote/conventional LHD
CAT 980 H Underground Stockpile
Loader
CAT 930 G IT Underground Utility
Vehicle / charge up
CAT 740 Articulated Truck
CAT 12H Grader
Toyota Landcruiser Ute - UG
Shiftboss
Toyota Landcruiser Ute - UG Fitter
Toyota Landcruiser Ute - UG
Geologist
Toyota Landcruiser Ute - UG
Electrican
Toyota Landcruiser Trooper for UG
: SSE / Emergency Vehicle
Ford Ranger SSE's surface vehicle

Source
ex-Pajingo

Total

Source

$200,000

ex-Pajingo

$150,000

new/second
hand

$40,000

Second Hand

$100,000

Zero Hour

$480,000

Rent Farmer

$0

Second Hand

$25,000

Second Hand

$25,000

Second Hand

$25,000

Second Hand

$25,000

Second Hand

$35,000

new

$45,000
$40,000

Workshop Equipment

$5,000

Bore Pumps

$50,000

UG Pumps

$150,000

UG transformer

$75,000

Surface Transformer

$100,000

Closure

Estimate
Estimate
Manufacturer
estimate
Estimate
Manufacturer
estimate
Included in rental
cost
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
MD estimate
MD estimate
Estimate

$1,570,000

LOM CAPITAL - TWIN HILLS
Table 14. Summary of LOM capital estimates.

4.2.2 Contingencies
Capital estimates for project development include a 10% contingency which is considered reasonable given
that most estimates have firm quotes.
Operating costs do not include CPI or escalation allowances for such items as salaries for the life of the
project. Salary costs are escalated on the basis of the Pajingo EBA for 2011.
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4.3
Pajingo plant modifications
The Pajingo processing plant upgrades are now fully costed against Twin Hills. The works comprise
refurbishment of the non operational ball mill and associated infrastructure, modifications to cyclones,
construction of and additional leach tank and all associated pipe work and electrical installations.
All works are fully costed in Appendix 9. This upgrade will also have benefits in terms of lowering costs for
the Pajingo operation however these have not been factored into Pajingo costs at this time.
Costing estimates are summaries as follows:
Cost
Estimate
Refurbish Ball mill

Mechanical

$809,300

Electrical

$57,600

Leach tank and air services
Total capital

$830,000
$1,696,900

Table 15. Capital required for Pajingo processing plant refurbishment.
4.3.1 Mine Operating Costs
Operating mine cost details are attached in Appendix 4. The costing estimates have been developed from
Pajingo unit rates and also manufacturers rates.
Totals for development do not have electrical or
supervision proportioned and hence appear to be a lower than expected costs.
4.4

Project Opportunities

4.4.1 Increased Production Rate
The high fixed costs at the project result in any reduction in mining duration introducing substantive
benefits. The initial mine plan at 49 months has been reduced to 36 months. Further investigations on the
possibility of ramping up production at an earlier date may introduce cost reductions.
Development mining rate is set at 160m per month advance and this may be increased during mine
operations with the existing equipment fleet.
4.4.2 Dual Fuel
Options for injection of gas to the diesel generator air intake is under review. This has potential to
introduce cost savings of $0.5-0.75M over the Life of Mine.
4.4.3 Additional ore
Remnant ores occur peripheral to the proposed mining areas and may be recovered with the proposed
mining fleet. The deeper breccia pipe below existing Area 2 resource models has not been drill tested to
determine if deeper ore pods provide additional material below the proposed mine workings.
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Figure 22. Potential high grade ore not optimised into stopes due to stopesizor block limitations.
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5.
Risk Analysis
Major risks to the project at this time have been identified as:




Gold price variation;
Rising Fuel costs;
Personnel costs.

Haulage tenders are subject to revision due to the timeframes to haulage commencement (>6 months form
time of tendering). The tender pricing was highly competitive and therefore is unlikely to change.
The Environmental Authority is still subject to statutory public notification (20 days), and then agreement
on existing Financial Assurance and Plan of Operations approval is required.
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KEY RISKS Twin Hills Mine
PROJECT AREA

STATUS

NEXT
MILESTONE

ESTIMATED
TIMING

RISKS

MITIGANTS

1 month

Low-Conservative
grade estimation
utilised and low grade
ores at stope margins
excluded.

Operational
issue

Low/Moderate Mining schedules do
not allow enough
distinction on some ore
types.

Complete for
ore deliveries
in Q1 2011

Low - Additional
leaching capacities and
oxygen addition/CIL
approaches do not
improve recoveries and
gravity circuit also
required.

Snowden reviewing
ore blocks adjacent
to stopesizor
determined mining
voids.
Low recovery (90%)
utilised in
feasibility.
Development
drilling and
recovery test work
at Pajingo.
Stockpiling and
scheduling of ores
at Twin Hills prior
to batch delivery to
Pajingo.
Both gravity and
proposed options
have been
reviewed by
multiple
metallurgists.
Continue to
review gravity
approach.

RESERVES AND METALLURGY

Mine Reserves

Completing UG
design

Detailed Mine
Design and final
mine schedule.

Metallurgy

Sections of ore
body have slow
leaching issues.

Trial mining of
select ores to
establish optimal
plant operating
criteria

Processing plant

Design
engineering
reviewed by
Ausenco

Commence plant
modifications

PERMITTING
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Re-establish
communications with
TO parties and
attempt to restructure
agreement.

Suspended

NIL

NA

Low – ILUA conditions
tied to Royalties which
impact costs.

Environmental
Authority

Submitted

Finalise
Environmental
Authority draft
with DERM

20 days
public
notification

Low - Delays resulting
from objections during
the public notification
period.

Continue to liaise with
DERM Townsville

Mining permits

Initial meetings
with Mining
Inspectorate
complete

Presentation in
Townsville on
mine
redevelopment

1 month

Low - DEEDI
requirements on Risk
Management and
safety systems

Utilise Pajingo
systems and
implement at Twin
Hills

August

Project
commencement
delays of 1-2 months
result on
encroachment of
Xmas/NY season and
rainy season in early
2011, which delay
project schedules.

NIL.

2 months

Moderate –
Acquisition of mine
site personnel and
personnel rates higher
than expected

Already commenced
preliminary
recruitment. Basis of
estimates are Pajingo
personnel rates and
include EBA rises.

Indigenous Land Use
Agreement

MINE RE-ESTABLISHMENT

Project
Commencement

Personnel

st

Proposed 1
September

Recruitment
required for
owner operator

Board and JV
approval.

Approval to
proceed
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Significant
works costed
via recent
quotes

Pricing variations
prior to award.

UG Electrical
wiring

Under water

Dewater mine
and inspect

Geotechnical
and Mining

Geotechnical
conditions
known and
mine accesses
stable. Good
ground support
already in
place.

Engineering and
refurbishment costs

Dewater mine
and assess works

NA

Low - Over runs on
capital costs due to
unforseen costs.

Multiple quotes from
contractors/suppliers.

October

Moderate - Cabling
requires replacement

NIL, will be an out of
budget cost. Over run
is expected to be
approximately $80k.

1 month

Low – Reviewed by
geotechnical
consultant familiar
with project Additional
UG remedial works
required.

NA

Table 16. Key project risks and mitigants.
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